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CHAIR MATEO:

(Gavel).

The meeting of the. Water Resources

24

Committee for June 30th, 2002

25

order.

[sic] will now come to

For the record, members present with us this
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1

morning is Member Carroll r Member Kaner Molinar

2

Nishiki r and Pontanilla.

3

Tavares are excused r as well as Member Hokama.

4

present with us this morning is the -- are the

5

Committee Staff members Richelle Kawasaki r also

6

accompanied by Shelly Espeleta.

7

Committee Secretary Tammy Frias r who is a little

8

under the weather this morning r is Clarita Balala.

9

Thank your Clarita.

Members Johnson and
Also

Sitting in for

And r Members r as you have seen on your

10
11

agendas r there is just one item on

12

this morning r but before taking up that -- that

13

item r we will open up public testimony.

14

individual that has signed up to testify this

15

morning r and we'll go ahead and call up Mr. Robert

16

Fevella.

We have one

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

17

18

on our agenda

MR. FEVELLA:

Mr. Chairman r Members of the Committee r I'm

19

like the voice crying in the wilderness for answers.

20

I've come before you many times.

21

agenda item r Pookela Wellr as a citizen and a member

22

on that list r I would like to know the chronological

23

order from the time the bid was awarded to drill

24

that well to the present time.

25

that is do we have an emergency?

Going back to your

And the reason for
Is l r OOO people on
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1

the list and 3,000 lots waiting for water for years

2

an emergency?

3

for water in Central Maui, would that be an

4

emergency?

5

If you had 1,000 applicants waiting

Is there any difference?

Pookela Well, December 2002, picture in The

6

Maui News, water coming out of the well.

What has

7

happened since then or what has not happened?

8

need to know the answers, and I think we have a

9

right to know the answers.

We

Pookela, according to

10

what I read in the paper r was rated for 2 million

11

gallons a day.

12

of 1,500 r OOO gallons r and going back earlier to last

13

year when the Department issued meters on 300,000

14

gallons and they went through I believe it was only

15

100 on the list, so at 1.5 million, you will get

16

down to only 500 people.

17

rest of the people?

18

years or 20 years?

19

And if we take a conservative figure

Now, what happens to the

They going to wait another 50

What is beyond Pookela?

300 million

20

gallon -- they're doing a study on a 300 million

21

gallon reservoir someplace up in Piiholo r Olinda r

22

don't know exactly where.

23

for that 300 million gallon reservoir?

24

We supposedly had no source.

25

up that tank?

I

Now r where is the source
Is it there?

How they going to fill
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So I ask you, ladies and gentlemen, to try

1

2

and get the answers to the people.

3

we have waited and it seems like that nobody cares.

4

It seems like the answer is whenever.

5

believe that's good enough.

6
7

CHAIR MATEO:

I don't

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Fevella.

Members, any

questions for the testifier.

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

CHAIR MATEO:

10

We -- you know,

Yes.

Mr. Nishiki.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Mr. Fevella, I want to read you

11

something and ask you a question after I read this.

12

It comes from the Chairman of our Committee, dated

13

June 3rd, and it says, "Dear Chair Kane and Members

14

of the Council, Subject matter:

Status of the

15

Pookela Well.

this is our

16

Chairman writing -- "that the matter of the status

17

of the Pookela Well be referred to the appropriate

18

standing Committee for discussion.

19

availability of water in the Upcountry area is of

20

the most utmost importance.

21

Supply has made assertions that the Pookela Well

22

would soon be on line and that this source of water

23

would supply many of those on the Upcountry water

24

meter priority list with water.

25

of great benefit to the Council and the citizens of

May I request"

The issue of the

The Department of Water

I feel it would be
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the County of Maui to be informed of the status of

2

the Pookela Well.

3

of my request.

4

require clarification, please contact me.

5

Sincerely, Danny Mateo, Council member."

Thank you for your consideration

Should you have any questions or

6

This was made on June 3rd of this year, and

7

this is the reason why we have this item hopefully

8

to be discussed today.

9

made assertions that the Water Supply from Pookela

In this letter Mr. Mateo has

10

would soon be ready to go.

11

assertion that many of those on the Upcountry

12

now, he's specific and saying the Upcountry water

13

meter priority list.

14

list.

15

Upcountry water priority list, and if so, can you

16

tell me what you know about what you've been told

17

about this list, if such a list is there?

18

He also makes an

You mentioned today about a

Are you saying that there is called an

And because Mr. Mateo also says that the

19

Water Supply has made assertions that the well would

20

be on line and this water would go to those of you

21

on this list, has there been any reference made by

22

the Water Department to you when Pookela comes on

23

line that you people waiting Upcountry for years

24

will be the first ones?

25

so that when I start asking other people questions,

Okay, I want to know that
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1

I can -- we can get to the meat of this subject

2

matter today.

3

MR. FEVELLA:

To --

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Because I donlt -- I feel that if

5

this is what this meeting is to establish, I want to

6

make sure that it gets done.

7

like perhaps maybe we1re going to be given a run

8

around today again, but I don1t know, but ask you

9

the question.

10

MR. FEVELLA:

Because I just feel

To go back to the first part of your

11

question, on the priority list, when you applied for

12

a subdivision like I did in 1976 they told you that

13

at that time we do not have a source.

14

have a source?

15

a list, and that list has been there for years, and

16

that is called the Upcountry priority meter list.

17

That1s why at the last meeting when I asked you, you

18

know, do you know what priority means?

19

answer me.

20

line.

21

what -- that what priority means to the people on

22

that Upcountry list.

23

your question, Wayne, please?

24
25

We don1t know.

When will you

So you are placed on

You couldn1t

Priority means you should be first in

We1re first after everybody else.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

That

What was that second part of

Yeah, were you ever told that when

Pookela comes on line -- in other words, when
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1

Pookela's ready to give water t that the Upcountry

2

people would be the first to receive it?

3

policy decision or were you ever told by anyone that

4

this was what was going to happen?

5

MR. FEVELLA:

Was this a

The only thing I can recall was something in

6

the paper.

See t but againt Wayne t we go back to

7

applicants.

8

might want five meters t so according to that meter

9

rule t they are giving the guy five meters.

You have one applicantt and the guy

If he

10

want ten meters, he gets ten meters.

11

you have, 1.5 million gallons, how many meters can

12

you give out on the 1.5 million gallons?

13

is what

and I base those numbers that I gave on

14

the 300

300,000 gallons that they had available

15

and they gave out about 100 meters.

16

mean 100 applicants.

17

I don't know.

18

don't have that information, but just based on that.

19

So whatever

And that

How many --

I

How many meters they gave out,

That is not public information.

So you go down, you know, you say, well,

I

you

20

know t every 300,000 gallons will maybe take care of

21

100 people.

22

you'll end up with only 500 people getting meters.

23

What happens to the rest?

24

years, 20 years?

25

always going -- you going be like the cow still

That's why I said that, you know,

Wait for another 50

We cannot work like this.
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2

9

always in the back.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Cannot work like this.

Yeahr I guess r Mr. Fevella r the

3

concern I have today is that from what I've been

4

reading here r we're going to be told about whether

5

this thing r whether they've got some electronic

6

problems or anything else r and then we're going to

7

end the meeting by saying r okaYr so now we know the

8

status of when this water's going to come on line.

9

My question is -- and that's why I asked you the

10

question -- once this comes on liner who then

11

determines gets this water r okay?

12

is it?

13

Whose policy call

And I don't want r againr for us not to -- to

14

not move to that next step.

I meanr the Department

15

has its responsibility to make sure that this gets

16

on liner but then the call is going to be -- and I

17

don't want this Councilor you people to ber againr

18

in the dark on this policy question.

19

we've been ducking it enough and we need to finally

20

get itr and I would not want to accept the fact that

21

this special counsel that we have is the one that's

22

going to tell us this r and I'm not ready to -- I'm

23

not willing to wait for that.

24

is something clear already that we can make that

25

decision r this Council, on who gets this water.

And I think

I think perhaps there
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And you know that there are some of us that

1

2

sit on this sitting Council today I think that would

3

want to see this water given to people Upcountry and

4

not -- I'm sure that you would not want to see this

5

being pumped to other parts of Maui County.

6

don't know, is that something that you have a

7

concern about, where this water's going to be pumped

8

once it's developed, if there -- if this Council

9

doesn't do anything?

10

MR. FEVELLA:

And I

My concern, Mr. Nishiki, that in 2003,

11

January, the Chairman of the Board of Water Supply

12

said you will have your meters.

13

happened.

14
15
16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

That never

And what was this statement based

on, Pookela Well being developed?
MR. FEVELLA:

No statement.

17

source.

18

January 2003.

I mean he didn't say what

He just said we would get our meters in

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

20

MR. FEVELLA:

Okay.

And we still waiting.

In March the

21

gentleman was gone.

22

for a while.

23

was 2004.

24

people waiting, and then now it's 2005.

25

you know like I've asked you, why?

He got sick.

He had to get off

Then it was the end of 2003.

Then it

So now we -- you know, you get all these
And again,

That's all, why?
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

And I would hope that we

2

were going to make some movements today in this

3

Committee in regards to addressing this concern.

4

Because I think that even for myself personally and

5

a lot of citizens we don't know, Mr. Chairman.

6

I think we deserve the right to know.

And I think

7

that that's the question.

Thank you,

8

Mr. Fevella.

Thank you.

9

MR. FEVELLA:

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.

10

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.

11

MR. FEVELLA:

Thank you, Members.

12

CHAIR MATEO:

Members, any additional questions for

And

13

Mr. Fevella?

Mr. Fevella, when you were here at our

14

last meeting when you testified, you indicated that

15

you were number 83 on the priority list.

16

MR. FEVELLA:

I believe I said 78.

17

CHAIR MATEO:

78.

18

MR. FEVELLA:

Yeah.

19

CHAIR MATEO:

I just saw on -- I think, you know, during

20

an application process that you were identified as

21

188 as your number?

22

MR. FEVELLA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

MR. FEVELLA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

I was 178.

100

178.

Yeah, that is on the list of December 2002.
How did you get verification of your
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number?

How do you know your number?

2

MR. FEVELLA:

I got the list.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

4

MR. FEVELLA:

Okay.

We got printed lists, but it hasn't been

5

updated since 2002.

Now, you know you asked that

6

question to the Director at the meeting before the

7

last one, an updated list of the meter list, did you

8

get it?

9

CHAIR MATEO:

No.

10

MR. FEVELLA:

I asked you that question last time.

11

Did

you get it yet?

12

CHAIR MATEO:

No.

13

MR. FEVELLA:

And that's the way it is.

14

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you very much, Mr. Fevella.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

CHAIR MATEO:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

MR. FEVELLA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Chair, Chair.

Mr. Fevella, one more.

I'm sorry.

Good morning, Sam.

Good morning, Joe.
You know, I've known you for

20

quite a number of years, and back in 1976 as fellow

21

workers you mentioned about your water meter

22

problem.

23

priority list and what number were you on the

24

priority?

25

MR. FEVELLA:

When you applied back in 1976, was there a

Mr. Pontanilla, I don't recall what number I
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ended up starting at{ but I believe it was higher

2

than 178{ but, you know, we looking at I don't know

3

what

4

looking close to a thousand applicants.

5

looking at three or 4,000 lots.

6

affordable housing.

7

you talk about affordable housing.

8

waiting for people to buy or move in or families to

9

give to their kids.

10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

how many people on the list now, but you
You're

And we talk about

Every time you get a meeting
These are lots

I'm glad you mention affordable

11

housing, and I've had conversation in regards to

12

family subdivision as a high priority.

13

our kids today cannot afford the median price that

14

we pay for homes, and one of the priority is that we

15

take a look at family subdivision as a higher

16

priority in providing water so that, you know, these

17

young families that live on Maui can be -- you know,

18

make affordable for them to have a home similar to

19

you.

20

several lots to accommodate your daughter and your

21

son, and things like this, you know, will help out

22

the criteria as far as trying to provide affordable

23

housing for our young people.

24
25

You know,

You know, I've known that you subdivided into

So I'd just like to make that comment and
where I'm coming from as far as priority, looking at
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those families that do own subdivisions or want to

2

subdivide so they can afford to provide their

3

families with something to build on.

4

talk about affordability, you know, land costs is

5

very high, and for me that's my priority.

6

you.

And when you

Thank

7

MR. FEVELLA:

Can I say one more thing, Mr. Chairman?

8

CHAIR MATEO:

Go ahead, Mr. Fevella.

9

MR. FEVELLA:

You know, I've lived Upcountry -- I'm 71

10

years old.

11

problem has been with us ever since I can remember.

12

Nothing has improved.

13

reservoirs, we got more pumps, we got more of

14

everything, but we got more people, more houses.

15

And the supply has never been able to meet the

16

demand, and I can -- you know, I can go back 40

17

years when I worked for the phone company, all the

18

subdivisions that came on line, and we never had

19

water then.

And this

You know, we got more

So, I don't know, thank you anyway.
.END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .

20

21

I lived Upcountry all my life.

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Fevella.

Mr. Fevella was the

22

only individual that signed up to testify this

23

morning.

24

to testify, please come forward at this time.

25

Seeing no one advancing, Members, if there's no

If there's anyone in the gallery wishing
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objections/ we will close testimony at this time.

2

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

No objections.

3

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

4

ITEM NO. 12:

STATUS OF THE POOKELA WELL

5

CHAIR MATEO:

Before we go into the Committee Item WR-12/

6

the Chair would also like to recognize the Director

7

of Water, Mr. George Tengan with uS

8

Corporation Counsel, Mr. Ed Kushi, Junior.

I

as well as

And, Mr. Tengan, I would like to ask you to

9

for us, but

10

provide an opening statement with us

11

before you

12

individuals -- the resource individuals that are

13

with you this morning.

14

MR. TENGAN:

dOr

if you could also introduce the

Thank you/ Mr. Chair.

Sitting next to me is

He's the principal at Fukunaga &

15

Royce Fukunaga.

16

Associates, the consultant for the Pookela Well.

17

Staff-wise we have Alva Nakamura r Engineering

18

Program Manager; Larry Winter r Engineer with the CIP

19

branch of the Department; and also Wendy, who heads

20

the CIP section for the Department.

21

have Mr. Andy Amuro, who's an engineer with

22

Mr. Fukunaga.

23

And we also

Mr. Chair, we provided you a list with the

24

information requested as to the details of the

25

actions taken with regard to this projectr and we
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also have a time line that was prepared by the

2

consultant for the completion of the project.

3

this point in timer if we go with the -- with the 2

4

million gallon per day pumpr we anticipate that we

5

would be on line sometime in June of next year.

6

we went with the -- or if we go with the 1.4 Byron

7

Jackson pumpr that anticipated date is in November

8

of next year.

11

If

So with that r welre here to answer any

9

10

As of

questions that the Committee might have.
CHAIR MATEO:

Thank your Mr. Tengan.

Members r open the

12

floor for questions for the Department r as well as

13

for Mr. Fukunaga.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Yeahr thank your Mr. Chairman.

15

Good morning r Mr. Tengan and Mr. Fukunaga.

Making

16

reference to a transmittal letter dated July 24th of

17

2004.

It's unusual since -- I presume it must be

18

June.

It's from Maui Electric to Mr. Nakamura of

19

the Department r and moving down to the paragraph

20

where it says Pookela Wellr it states in this

21

paragraph that according to our latest information

22

prior to your call identified the service date for

23

this project as August of 2005.

24

I believe Maui Electric is going to be

25

putting a line extension to the site r and 11m
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curious to see how the -- I guess the scheduling of

2

Maui Electric's work r how this is going to impact

3

the overall completion date of the well?

4

they have here our schedule is to complete our

5

design work by August of 2004

6

Department of Public Works and Environmental

7

Management r and it states here that you have

8

indicated that you will assist in processing this

9

project on a timely basis.

10

r

Because

to the Maui County

Now r after Public Works has completed their

11

review r then they're going to submit this to Council

12

for approval r but then it has to go through the

13

Public Works and Traffic Committee and then on to

14

the full Council.

15

they're asking that -- we would request your

16

assistance to expedite this process and to receive

17

approval no later than March of 2005 r and following

18

the County approval we will schedule the

19

installation.

20

together the dates Maui Electric has and -- to

21

complete their work on this line extension and to

22

see how it will impact the overall completion date

23

of the project from the Water Department for the

24

Pookela Well.

25

If you look at the back pager

So my question is I'm trying to put

So if you could give a comment on that r so
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1

that way at least the public has a clear

2

understanding of when -- you know, assuming all goes

3

to plan, that this well will be on line.

4

as, you know, we've heard time and time again,

5

people have been given different dates.

6

when I was the Chairperson for the Public Works and

7

Water Committee back in late 2002, then Water

8

Director Mr. Craddick stated that the well would be

9

coming on line in -- sometime in early 2003 and then

Because

I recall

10

as we heard from Mr. Fevella, you know, everything

11

kept getting pushed back and back.

12

reason was the pump wasn't ordered, and I think

13

maybe the public would need an explanation as to why

14

we incurred these delays as it relates to that.

And I think one

15

So I guess, Mr. Tengan, if you could

16

elaborate on that, and maybe, Mr. Fukunaga, if you

17

could also give us an update as well, we'd

18

appreciate it.

19

CHAIR MATEO:

20

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Director.
Mr. Chair, with regard to the electric power

21

coming on line and how it impacts the project,

22

obviously without the power we wouldn't be able to

23

run the pumps, and we've discussed if the project

24

was ready, but the power wasn't available

25

(inaudible).

And it's our understanding that the
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1

kind of generator that's needed to run the pump is

2

similar to the one we have at our Kamaole water

3

treatment plant.

4

were to run a generator temporarily, and so, you

5

know, it's best that we -- we time the availability

6

of electric -- electric power to the project with

7

the completion of the project.

8

information we have now is June 2005.

9
10
11
12
13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Noise will be a big issue if we

And the best

That's June 2005 for the overall

completion of the project?
MR. TENGAN:

Right, that's when water should be pumped

into the line.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

What do you foresee as any

14

potential delays if -- or not meeting the June 2005?

15

Because for me I'd like to -- I know Maui Electric

16

had this -- had mentioned that their work would have

17

to go through Public Works and then come to the

18

Public Works Committee.

19

Chair, I would like to expedite this as well, but do

20

you see any other potential causes for delay?

21

so the public has some type of idea of -- so we

22

don't keep -- the public keeps hearing 2003, then

23

2004, now 2005.

24

cause another delay?

25

trying to find out how we can help to expedite the

For me as the Committee

Just

But what do you foresee that could
In other words, I'm basically
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1

2

process to work with the Department?
MR. TENGAN:

We don't really anticipate any problems that

3

would delay the project tremendously once the --

4

once the project is -- or the design for the project

5

has been completed and the bid has been awarded.

6

Butt you know t who knows.

7

would delay the project t but we don't see anything

8

right now.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Things can come up that

So as of todaYt Mr. Tengan t the

10

Pookela Well is still a high priority from -- by the

11

Department and the Administration?

12

MR. TENGAN:

It's always been a high priority and t you

13

know t so we're working diligently regardless of how

14

people feel about the project and how we're

15

progressing.

16

efforts towards the project in trying to get it on

17

line.

We are -- we're putting our best

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

CHAIR MATEO:

20

Thank you.

Thank you t Mr. Molina.
Mr. Director t for the public's information t

21

since you referenced that one of the issues with the

22

generator would be noise t can you -- can you just

23

tell us

24

Well so we can understand your issue on noise?

25

MR. TENGAN:

give us the exact location of Pookela

I cannot give you the exact location t but
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1

it's along Olinda Road, probably about three-quarter

2

miles from the Makawao-Baldwin Avenue intersection.

3

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Members?

Mr. Hokama.

Thank you, Chairman.

I first thank

5

you for bringing this matter up before the Committee

6

this morning.

7

Mr. Molina, and my questions are in regards to how

8

we got to this point in time, Mr. Chairman.

9

first question to the Department or for your

I'm going to take the opposite end of

So my

10

resource people is why do we keep noticing changes

11

in scope of work all the way including up till April

12

2004 to look at now different size pumps?

13

that be all part of your preliminary review and

14

considerations?

15

Wouldn't

And I bring this up because obviously OEQC,

16

Office of Environmental Quality Control, I guess has

17

made a ruling that to go to the bigger pump, we need

18

to start again, and then also one future option

19

or one option that was added later was a dual

20

system -- or dual pump system.

21

understand, as we get close to installation, the

22

scope of work continues to change, and I just need

23

to understand why wasn't these options not given to

24

the Department up front in the preliminary process?

25

Is that not part of the consultant's contract

I'm trying to
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1

2

responsibilities?
MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair r with regard to the pumpr although

3

the well was tested at 2 million gallons per daYr

4

initially the size of the casing was a restricting

5

factor r and so at the time the decision was made to

6

go with the 1.4 million gallons per day pumpr that's

7

the best information we had at the time.

8

the big considerations was reliability of the pumps.

9

The Byron Jackson pump is known to be more reliable r

And one of

10

longer lasting.

We didn't -- we didn't have much

11

information on the reliability of the other pumpsr

12

and so at the time the Byron Jackson was selected r

13

you know r those were the considerations r the

14

reliability and the -- you know r the size of the

15

pump that we could put down into that hole.

16

Subsequent to that r as the consultant

17

proceeded with the completion of the design for the

18

1.4 MGD pumpr new information became available to

19

the Department.

20

explore the possibility and this took a while.

21

However r in trying to obtain information and trying

22

to verify the experience of using these kinds of

23

pumps in the water industrYr we were unsuccessful.

24

The manufacturer leads that were provided either

25

were responsive or -- anyway we found out that there

And so we felt that we needed to
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1

were no -- no water utilities using this technology

2

todaYt and so that eventually was abandoned.
However, we still continued -- wellt when we

3
4

were looking at that new technologYt we were looking

5

at pumping 2 million gallons per day, so when we

6

abandoned that alternative, we continued to look at

7

getting 2 million gallons per day out of the wellt

8

and this is where we are now.

9

looked at various pumps and is doing the design now

The consultant has

10

for 2 million gallons per day.

11

is that the Byron Jackson pumpt as I understand,

12

is -- operates on a lower RPM, or revolutions per

13

minute, and so that's why it's somewhat more

14

reliable than what's going to be required now with a

15

higher speed pump.

16

we expect shorter lifespan with the -- with the

17

higher GPM pump.

18
19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

The difference here

So with regard to reliabilitYt

Wouldn't that be known before you

even started?

20

MR. FUKUNAGA:

And maybe I should interject something.

21

CHAIR MATEO:

You could recognize yourself, please, for

22

23

the record.
MR. FUKUNAGA:

My name is Royce Fukunaga.

I'm the

24

President of Fukunaga and Associates t and we are the

25

consultant to the Department of Water for the
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1

Pookela Well.

It is correct that as we initially

2

evaluated the options, that we looked at various

3

alternatives.

4

of flows up to 2 MGD.

That was upper limits of the

5

deliverable capacity.

However, with the casing size

6

that was installed with the experimental well, that

7

there were some restricting factors that had an

8

impact on the kind of size of pump that we could put

9

down the hole.

The well had been tested in a range

And with the alternatives that were

10

there at the time that we evaluated it, certainly in

11

terms of longer term operations and maintenance

12

reliability the Byron Jackson pump offered what we

13

felt was superior alternatives.

14

However, the Byron Jackson pump took -- had

15

the longest delivery time.

16

in Hamburg, Germany and the shortest time that they

17

could project for delivery is a year.

18

things factored in.

19

vendors, having heard about the project, apprQached

20

the Department to offer other alternatives, which we

21

had to check out.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

The pump is manufactured

So these

At about that time, other

One that -Mr. Fukunaga, this is not a new

23

project, so why at this point in the project,

24

installation of the pump, now we getting inquiries

25

for consideration of products to be used?
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1

wouldn't this be all presented prior to us even

2

starting drilling the hole?

3

anybody to review and bid on?

4

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Isn't the specs out for

Well/ what was presented to the County as

5

alternatives we had to check out/ and what we did

6

find in checking out -- and/ you know -- and not the

7

information that the vendor provided/ because

8

they're selling their equipment.

9

to users and municipalities in Arizona who were

We had to go back

10

identified as/ you know/ the customers of these guys

11

to find out what actually they were putting in/ and

12

we had to verify what they were doing.

13

found out was that the kind of equipment that they

14

were proposing had not been installed/ where they

15

said they had installed.

16

this process that we had to go through to basically

17

ferret through other alternatives.

18

And what we

And so/ you know/ it was

And also/ you know/ the concern always was

19

there/ even with the initial decision initially to

20

go to the 1.4 MGD pump/ was the fact that/ you know/

21

there -- there's a need for more -- as much water as

22

you can get.

23

look at other alternatives that would provide more

24

water for the County to use.

25

So the concern always was to try and

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So what you're informing us/
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1

Mr. Fukunaga, this morning is that the priority was

2

not to get a well on line, was to see what is the

3

newest technology available, even if it delayed the

4

project by years?

5

MR. FUKUNAGA:

No,

I would say the project was always fast

6

tracked.

We -- we came on board in July of 2003,

7

and from then, you know, we were

8

do initially, before we even were contracted, was to

9

file -- start work on the environmental assessment,

so what we did

10

because that is the longest time consumed in terms

11

of the processing.

12

in terms of, you know, the criticality of the

13

schedule, but the concern also was, you know, the

14

kind of equipment.

15

you know, the concern obviously was, you know, this

16

Pookela Well will be the deepest municipal well in

17

the State.

18

has been put in before and it's something that

19

regularly is put in.

20

pump vendors, we were discussing with them kinds of

21

equipment that, you know, was bigger than what they

22

were used to installing in the State certainly.

23

So the project was fast tracked

I think going into the project,

It's not, you know, something that is --

So even from talking to the

And so the question of a very deep well with

24

a big capacity makes

25

unique, and the kind of equipment that's available

made this project certainly
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1

is not, you know, off-the-shelf items, obviously.

2

So that's why, you know, I hear the concern that

3

things have been delayed and delayed, and, yeah, you

4

know, there have been questions that come up.

5

we're always kind of challenged by the choice to,

6

you know, just go barreling ahead sometimes with

7

technology that we weren't either familiar or

8

comfortable with and trying to balance the need for

9

speed with the need for, you know, all the

10

And

information.
And it has been challenging.

11

I mean, we've

you know, at times, yeah, you know, we've

12

been

13

had lot of discussions with George and his people on

14

what should go in really.

15

concern of the initial improvement to generate the

16

most water and the concern that, you know, this

17

might have some problems on the long

18

maintenance and operational, especially from the

19

finances side.

20

know, much discussion with the Department, you know,

21

our current scoping involves basically putting a

22

package together which would indicate the basic bid

23

as the 2 MGD system, but to also have a bid

24

submitted on -- as an alternative on the 1.4 million

25

gallon per day pump system.

Because there's always a

longer term

So -- but at this point, after, you
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So, you know, that's the additional work

1
2

that, you know, we're faced with is that, you know,

3

we're basically designing a dual

4

systems for bidding.

5

time on our part, but, you know, we're -- we're

6

looking at, you know, completing that in a month.

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

two different

And that has taken additional

Mr. Fukunaga, maybe you can help us

8

better understand.

Regardless whether it's the 980

9

gallons per minute or the 1,400 gallons per

minute~

10

system, both systems will be able to produce the

11

amount of daily gallons requirements that is

12

projected?

13
14

MR. FUKUNAGA:

No.

The 980 GPM system will produce the

1.4 million gallons per day.

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

16

pumping?

17

MR. FUKUNAGA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19
20
21
22

And that's based on 24-hour

Yeah, it's based on 24-hour pumping.
And the 1,400 GPMs is based for the

2 million gallons?
MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah, will deliver the 2 million gallons a

day.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Was this told to you at the

23

beginning of -- prior for you signing your contract,

24

that this was the parameters that you are to work

25

under, minimum 1.4 million a day up to a 2 million
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1

gallon capacity that we are going to be looking to

2

produce out of this Pookela Well?

3

understanding?

4

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Is that your

You know, the scoping for our engineering

5

contracts are not like construction contracts.

The

6

scoping is gray in specifics.

7

requires us to look at alternatives and present

8

alternatives to the County, and -- so the process of

9

our contracting involves what we identify as an

The scoping generally

10

initial preliminary criteria report.

11

number of reports before we actually get to the

12

design phase.

13

alternatives as far as both the flow capacity and as

14

far as the long-term operation and maintenance

15

concerns for the system that's proposed.

16

So there are a

And during the reports we present

So, you know, along the way at the beginning

17

of the project we really don't know what pump

18

system, you know, what -- what we're going to

19

mean that's part of the evaluation process.

20

there is a process that we call a preliminary

21

engineering part, which is basically evaluation of

22

alternatives, and then the final design portion,

23

which is putting out the actual design documents

24

that the contractors will bid on.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So besides -- and if I may,
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1

Mr. Chairman.

2

CHAIR MATEO:

Go ahead.

3

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And I'll be happy to yield if other

4

members have questions.

I'm just trying to get a

5

good understanding, Mr. Fukunaga.

6

current technology has and what is dependable pumps

7

versus maybe not so dependable.

8

options for you to provide the Department is to

9

utilize current technology, utilize the pumps that

We know what

So was one of the

10

we know are dependable, whereby we can thereby

11

maintain inventory and replacement parts because we

12

know we have X amount of pumps, they're all the

13

same, and, you know, this is what we do so quickly,

14

in case of a breakdown, we can repair and get back

15

on line quickly instead of being told six months

16

before we can manufacture a part, Mr. County of

17

Maui, because you got -- you're the only guy that

18

has this one pump in the whole place.

19

of the things that you look at also?

20

MR. FUKUNAGA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Is that part

Right, right.
And the current technology didn't

22

make sense for you to continue to push that envelope

23

forward?

24
25

MR. FUKUNAGA:

The current technology that the pump -- the

Byron Jackson pump was the one that, you know, is
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1

the most comfortable current technology.

2

maintenance people are familiar with it and their

3

comfort level iS r you know r highest with Byron

4

Jackson.

5

that we had to incorporate.

6

Byron Jackson pumps were limited to the 980.

7

was -- that was their ceiling.

8
9

The County

I mean that's one of the considerations
At the same time the
That

So that was kind ofr you know r part of the
problem r the stuff that we had to kind of look at r

10

was that if we wanted to push the envelope to 2 MGD r

11

then we would have to depart from Byron Jackson to

12

something that r you know r was not as familiar to the

13

County maintenance people r which is not to say that

14

it's not acceptable.

15

considerations in the selection r so it's not cut and

16

drYr and this is part of the discussion that we had

17

to go through back and forth with the County.

18

it's not r you know r that unusual forr you know r new

19

alternatives or new ideas to come into play later

20

in -- you know r or late in the selection process.

But r you know, these are

And

21

Just because r like I said r you know r this --

22

this well is unique in terms of both depth and size

23

of flow.

24

designers we run into regularly.

25

certainly depend on the pump manufacturers and the

SOr you know r it wasn't something that as
And we had to
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1

vendors.

2

they're as far away as GermanYr and so that did take

3

time.

4

responsive as others r and r you know r so these r you

5

know r did cause the delays that r you know r I can

6

accept or understand that is irritating for people

7

who are waiting years for the production of the

8

water.

9

And for this kind of equipment r you know r

We did run into some vendors that were not as

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I don't know if you can answer

10

this r Mr. Fukunaga.

11

the County not making a commitment on what it will

12

utilizer have you provided the Department with

13

potential cost overruns?

14

MR. FUKUNAGA:

With the additional time and

No, the Department has -- the additional

15

work that we are incurring because of two designs

16

now is something that the County has indicated they

17

would compensate us for,

18

proposal for this additional work.

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

so we have submitted a fee

Mr. Director r can you share with us

20

this morning what is the potential overrun costs

21

that this project could entail, 100 percent overrun,

22

50 percent?

23
24
25

MR. TENGAN:

I assume you're talking about the

construction phase?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yes, sir.
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1
2

MR. TENGAN:

No, I don't have an idea, but normally we

would provide a certain percentage for --

3

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

4

MR. TENGAN:

5

6
7

8
9

10

Contingency and what not.

-- for contingency and change orders.

don't anticipate it being 100 percent, though.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

That's okay.

I'm thinking, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO:

I better not say what

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

Mr. Kane, followed

by Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Let's just maybe start with some

11

clarity.

12

with the 1.4 million pump; is that correct?

The Byron Jackson pump, that correlates

13

MR. TENGAN:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15
16

I

That's correct.
Okay, so BJ pump, 1.4.

The 2 million

gallon pump is identified as what kind of pump?
MR. FUKUNAGA:

Right now that -- we've identified three

17

other manufacturers.

18

second is ESP, and the third is REDA.

19

vendors, manufacturers of different pumps who have

20

indicated that they can provide a pump that can

21

handle 2 MGD.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

One is called Centrilift, a
These are

Other clarification, it was

23

noted in your comments, Mr. Fukunaga, that the upper

24

limits of Pookela Well is 2 million; is that

25

correct?
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1
2

3

MR. FUKUNAGA:

That's what it was tested up to, 2 million

gallons a day.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And currently the direction that has

4

been decided upon -- and we'll get into that later,

5

who made that decision, is to tap the upper limit of

6

that well?

7

MR. FUKUNAGA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

Right.
Okay.

These pumps, these 2 million

gallon pumps, when we talk about reliability,

10

comments by the Director as well as yourself, sir,

11

have repeatedly indicated that the reliability of

12

the BJ pumps is superior because of low RPMs, is one

13

of the noted reasons, to what we're discussing

14

regarding the 2 million gallon pumps; is that

15

correct?

16

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yes.

The -- one of the critical issues on

17

pump operation is the speed the pump operates at.

18

think that in the detailed information that you got

19

the BJ pump operates at 1,750 RPM and the other

20

pumps would operate at 3,500 RPM, double.

21

a significant impact on the expected life of the

22

pumps.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I

That has

Why don't you get into that, sir.

24

The expected life of the BJ pump is what?

25

reference the -- what is it, the 980?
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1

MR. FUKUNAGA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

MR. FUKUNAGA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MR. FUKUNAGA:

6

7

Right

t

the -Years/ four, five years t three years?

Eight years.
Eight years.

And we might expect the higher RPM pump to

last three to five years.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Three to five years.

Is that in the

8

specs as far as the expected life for the 2 million

9

gallon pumps for the three companies or the

10

11

manufacturers?
MR. FUKUNAGA:

There's no requirement.

The -- the specs

12

would basically have a one-year warranty on all the

13

equipment.

14

year

15

manufacturer.

16

performance.

17

t

So if the thing breaks down after one

you know t there's no recourse to get the pump

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We have to go on basic historic

Okay.

So let's stick with that part

18

now.

19

manufacturers of these 2 million gallon pumps have

20

been what?

21

information t historic information that provides you

22

with justification for us to pursue 2 million gallon

23

pumps?

24
25

Historic performance of these three

MR. FUKUNAGA:

As the consultant

can you give us that

t

The three manufacturers have installed

these pumps in other locations

t

not in the State
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1

the capacities and depth that we require, and we're

2

in the process right now of, you know, specking the

3

pump so that, you know, more than one bidder can

4

qualify to bid.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So my question was based on

6

the historical performance of the three

7

manufacturers for the 2 million gallon pumps that it

8

seems at this point we're pursuing as an

9

alternative, what has been the result of that, I

10

guess we can call it due diligence, in the

11

performance of these pumps?

12

five years.

13

year.

14

What has come back as far as performance before

15

break down?

16

MR. FUKUNAGA:

NOw, you cited three to

The manufacturer's warranty is one

Background wise we're talking about what?

We've verified that, you know, these other

17

three manufacturers are capable of putting

18

manufacturing the pump and they do have

19

installations that have been operational, but --

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

How long, Mr. Fukunaga?

My question

21

is how long has the track record been for the

22

performance of these 2 million gallon pumps?

23
24
25

MR. FUKUNAGA:

I don't - - I don't think we have any

specific information on that, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

And the reason for my
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1

question/ Chair and Members/ it seems -- well/ you

2

know what/ I'll get back to that part under reasons

3

why I'm asking these questions.

4

can switch over to you/ Mr. Tengan.

5

were we regarding the plans for using the 1.4

6

million/ I guess the BJ pump/ prior to making a

7

decision to switch?

8

yeah/ how far along were we as far as completing

9

this project prior to a decision to make some

10
11
12
13

As far -- and if I
How far along

And how far along meaning/

change?
MR. TENGAN:

The design of the project was nearly

completed.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

The other point I wanted to

14

ask is we received the communication from you/

15

Mr. Tengan/ dated June 28th to the Chair of this

16

Committee/ from you/ Mr. Tengan/ status of Pookela

17

Well/ based on the memo dated June 22nd.

18

confirms Mr. Fukunaga's comment about when they came

19

on board of June -- excuse me/ July of 2003.

20

guess my curiosity is that Pookela -- the project

21

for Pookela has been much longer than that/ and that

22

we've been only provided information from the point

23

that Fukunaga and Associates have come on board.

24

Can you help me understand why you haven't provided

25

us with the complete chronological order of Pookela
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1

2

Well status?
MR. TENGAN:

I guess my response would have to be that,

3

you know, we probably assumed that the Committee was

4

only interested since the completion of the

5

exploratory well.

6

information from -- from the start of the project,

7

we could go back and try to provide that information

8

to you.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

If the Committee needs the

Mr. Fukunaga said in his comments

10

that the scoping of the contract involved

11

identifying alternatives.

12

in 2003, or actually earlier than that, that there

13

was a request to identify alternatives when you've

14

already told us that there's a superior reliability,

15

you were 90 -- or almost completed with

16

reports ongoing with the 1. -- I guess the big

17

question is at what point was there a determination

18

made to change directions and why?

19

MR. TENGAN:

Can you tell us why back

with the

As we indicated earlier, we needed to give

20

consideration to what was presented to us in terms

21

of new technology, and the new technology basically

22

is to put two small -- smaller pumps down into the

23

same hole.

24

whether that technology was available to the water

25

industry and whether it was being used in the water

And, you know, in trying to confirm
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1
2

industry, we couldn't get that confirmation.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So to this date we don't have

3

confirmation on the reliability of the new

4

direction?

5

MR. TENGAN:

Are you

Not with the dual pumps.

We have now

6

instructed the consultant to go with a 2 MGD pump

7

utilizing a single motor and single pump, not the

8

dual pump.

9
10

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Can you tell us who made the decision

to make the switch?
MR. TENGAN:

The decision was done between the Department

12

and consultant in consultation with the

13

Administration.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Can you tell me what was your

15

recommendation as the Director to this change?

16

you as the Director make a recommendation to change

17

from 1.4 to 2 million?

18
19

20

MR. TENGAN:

Did

It wasn't discussed in the form of a

recommendation.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So did anybody make any

21

recommendation as to what direction?

22

there was -- I'm assuming that there was at least

23

some discussion on what was existing, what are the

24

alternatives, so are you saying that no -- no

25

recommendations are made to make a final decision?
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1

MR. TENGAN:

There was a discussion as to whether we

2

should continue on with the 1.4 versus the 2 million

3

gallons per day, and it was decided that we should

4

change directions and go with the 2. -- with the 2

5

million MGD pump.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Can you help -- can you help -- well,

7

let me go back to you, Mr. Fukunaga.

8

any" input into this meeting to -- did you make any

9

type of recommendation, sir?

10

MR. FUKUNAGA:

No, no

no specific.

Did you have

I mean, we were in

11

the loop as far as the discussion as to

12

alternatives.

13

March was that

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

MR. FUKUNAGA:

What happened about I guess February,

Of 2003 or 2004?

No, 2004, as we were completing the design

16

of the initial system was that a vendor popped up

17

that proposed or indicated that they could deliver a

18

system which could deliver 2 MGD total based on two

19

separate systems -- or two pipes down this well that

20

would each deliver 1 million gallons a day.

21

thing that made that proposal attractive was that

22

they profess that you could continue to run one pump

23

at 1 MGD while you were servicing a second -- you

24

know, the second pump.

25

a separated system.

And the

In other words, it would be

And they indicated some costs
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1

which were not that more expensive.

2

So, you know, it kind of was almost like too

3

good to refuse or something that we couldn't ignore

4

because the system would give the County the

5

flexibility of always having at least 1 MGD on line

6

even when they had to go and repair or pullout a

7

second pump.

8

little skeptical of how you can do this, you know,

9

maintain two separate systems in an 18-inch casing.

But, you know, as engineers we were a

10

So we did have to call around, because -- and verify

11

with people other than the vendor as to what was

12

happening in other places, and then did confirm

13

that, you know, this is a proposal on their part but

14

nobody has put it in yet.

15

I mean, it's not to say that it's not going

16

to work, and so that's why we kind of deliberated

17

again and decided that, you know, we didn't want to

18

be the guinea pig for this system and decided to

19

instead of looking -- continuing to look at this 2

20

MGD, you know, as a dual system, to go back to

21

looking at -- and at that time we also talked to

22

other vendors who indicated they could deliver 2 MGD

23

on a single system, which doesn't have the

24

flexibility when you have to change out the pump,

25

your whole system goes down.

So that doesn't have
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1

the flexibility of this dual pump system, but that's

2

what happened about February, March time frame, and,

3

you know, caused us to kind of relook at

4

alternatives at a time when, you know, we had spent

5

already a lot of time on the initial 1.4 MGD system.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Mr. Chair, I know there's --

7

there's already been a lot of bits and pieces of

8

information and I know Mr. Nishiki would like to ask

9

questions, so I'll yield and --

10

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

round.

13

CHAIR MATEO:

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

-- and I'll come back for another

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

Mr. Nishiki.

And I thank the two former members

15

to ask this Department, and I am still confused, but

16

let me ask you, Mr. Fukunaga, what is your original

17

contact

18

to you?

19

MR. FUKUNAGA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

MR. FUKUNAGA:

22

contract signed for in regards to money

The -- our consultant contract?
Yes.

Andy, do you have the number?

I don't have

the exact number, but I --

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

24

MR. FUKUNAGA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Give us a ballpark.

250,000.

Quarter million dollars.
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1

MR. FUKUNAGA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

Yeah.
Okay.

Have you had any experience

with this type of work?

4

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah.

5

COUNCILMEMBER

6

MR. FUKUNAGA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

NIS~IKI:

Water?

Yeah.
Where and whom?

Because you

8

prefaced your statement that this was one of the

9

deepest well to be developed and now working from

10

this in the State, so where have you done prior work

11

for --

12
13

MR. FUKUNAGA:

For the Honolulu Board of Water Supply and

for Kauai Department of Water.

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

MR. FUKUNAGA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

Can you give me --

And Big Island
-- an idea when you prefaced --

17

and I presume you know much about this, now, that

18

when we -- you look at wells around Maui County,

19

how -- what is the deepest well we have right now?

20

MR. FUKUNAGA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

I think about 1,100 feet.
And this well is how

deep?

23

MR. FUKUNAGA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

1,100 feet.

1,800 feet.
When wells are dug and depths now

have been established, is there problems with wells
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1

that are deeper compared to wells that are not so

2

deep when it comes to the type of technology that we

3

have and the ability or inability for us to then

4

pull water out at/ I don't know/ 800 -- 1/800 feet

5

now?

6

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Well/ yeah/ naturally the deeper you go,

7

the pump size becomes a lot bigger.

Your power

8

requirements are major.

9

probably/ you know/ be one of the biggest users of

I think this well will

10

power/ or probably the biggest user of power

11

Upcountry.

12

basically a building which houses all of your

13

electrical controls.

14

costly project and it is a major project.

15

size of the project, because of the depth and volume

16

of flow, requires/ you know/ bigger electrical

17

equipment, bigger control equipment.

18

depth has a significant impact on the size and cost

19

of the project.

20

And what goes along with this well is

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So the project/ you know, is a
And the

So/ yeah, the

And the utility now would have to

21

look at what decisions Maui County has made in

22

regards to the engine that we're going to be putting

23

in.

24
25

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Right, and it's -- our electrical

consultant has been spending a lot of time
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1

communicating with Maui Electric.

2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

3

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Right.

Because they are going to have to bring a

4

separate line just to service the well, and, you

5

know, the problem

6

earlier reference to some schedules, because Maui

7

Electric is put to task also because there's some

8

equipment that they need to order, which they can't

9

order until they know exactly what pump is going to

10

be installed.

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

12

MR. FUKUNAGA:

13

I think, you know, there was

Selected.

Yeah, selected.

And we won't know that

until, you know, the bids are open.

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Right.

So they're -- you know, they're being put

16

to task time-wise, because certainly I'm sure

17

they're concerned with the scheduling.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And as of this date as we speak

19

today, we have not established who that vendor is

20

going to be in regards to the type of pump and

21

technology that this pump will require for the

22

electric

23

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Correct.

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

25

MR. FUKUNAGA:

-- utility to come in and do?

Yeah, we don't know who the specific vendor
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1

or the pump manufacturer will be until we open the

2

bids.

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

Let me ask you this.

4

supplying a pump, is pumping water compared to

5

don't know what else we pump.

6

different technology?

7

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Oil.

In
I

Is it a

Similar, and that's part of the kind of

8

information we had to ferret through.

Because the

9

vendors that are being looked at are also in the oil

10

business.

That's -- you know, in the oil business,

11

the mentality's somewhat different too because it's

12

more short-term than pumping water.

13

obviously pumping a more thicker liquid, so in some

14

sense these people feel that, you know, anything

15

that can handle oil, can handle water, and that's

16

why the oil people who come into the water business

17

quickly because, you know, it looks like to them

18

certainly an easier liquid to pump.

19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

20

MR. FUKUNAGA:

You're

Supposedly.

Yeah, so -- and oil

oil pumpers, you

21

talk to them, and, you know, they readily go to

22

four, 5,000 feet.

23

foot deep well pumping water, you know, to them

24

it's, you know, not an issue, but, you know, when we

25

pump water, we have other public health concerns.

So when you talk about an 1,800
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1

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

2

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Right.

There1s much more interest certainly in the

3

kind of contaminants that might be pulled in t and so

4

the sanitation conditions around the manufacture of

5

the well are much more critical.

6

these factors enter in.

7

know t of the three vendors I mentioned t I think one

8

of them is more primarily

9

entered the water pumping business but their initial

10
11

SOt you know t

And it is true that t you

you know, they1ve

expertise is with pumping oil.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

Then you did mention that

12

you did go out because of the concern of the depth

13

of the well and have located -- I wrote here three

14

locations that you are familiar with.

15

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Three vendors.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

17

MR. FUKUNAGA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Oh, this is vendors now?

Yeah.
Okay.

So have you located any

19

locations where pumping of 1,800 feet is something

20

that is being done outside the State?

21

22
23

MR. FUKUNAGA:

It1s being done in several locations in the

western United States.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And in these locations where this

24

water is being pumped, is it similar to the way that

25

our well has been dug?
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1

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Well, the installation would be similar,

2

yeah.

3

casing of similar size.

4

They're installing a pump on an existing

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

That well that we've gone down

5

1,800 feet and have now put into place.

6

can you tell me in those municipalities or

7

wherever -- I presume it's in the United States of

8

America.

9
10
11
12

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Okay.

And

Right.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

What have they experienced

in regards to the pumps that they're using?
MR. FUKUNAGA:

You know, the knowledge that we have,

13

that's why we -- we try to get information to

14

predict what kind of expected life we would expect,

15

and that's -- that's where the information I gave

16

earlier about

17
18
19

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Oh, what kind of -- what we want

to order.
MR. FUKUNAGA:

Three to five -- three to five years, you

20

know, for a higher speed pump as versus maybe eight

21

years for the lower speed pump at a lower flow.

22

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And these people that you've

23

contacted that have -- or are using water at depths

24

of 1,800 feet, what other concerns did they raise

25

that they've had besides choosing a horse to run
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2
3

this carriage?
MR. FUKUNAGA:

Well, the primary concern is the speed of

the pump.

4

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

5

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Okay.

I think that operationally you would want

6

to have a lower speed pump, just because it's a

7

mechanical piece of equipment so the higher speed

8

will involve more wear and tear on the pump, and

9

especially on something that, you know, you're going

10

to be running maybe 16 to 24 hours a day, that over

11

time the higher speed is really going to -- you're

12

going to pay a price for that.

13

part of the consideration.

14

you know, it

15

you're going to a higher speed pump in order to

16

handle more flow.

17

So, you know, that's

I think in this case,

the -- the trade off is, you know,

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Right.

Now, you mention about

18

some maker of these pump systems that was in

19

Hamburg, Germany.

20

we still are going to go out to bid for this

21

so-called engine.

22

like this to manufacture a specific type of pump

23

that we may need?

24

just pick it off of the shelf and then it's done.

25

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Let me ask you this, just because

How long does it take for someone

I'm sure that it's not like you

Yeah, none of these are off-the-shelf
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1

2
3

items.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Right.

It's all made specifically

to handle --

4

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Right.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

MR. FUKUNAGA:

-- the specific need.

The one that's manufactured in Hamburg is

7

the Byron Jackson pump, and that's the one that

8

would take 12 months to deliver.

9

have -- the vendors have given us time frames of

The other pumps

10

anything -- I think from four to six months for

11

delivery, and they're primarily manufactured in the

12

United States.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

And right now when Dain was

14

asking you the question of the direction that

15

we're -- or asked George I think who made that final

16

decision, right now this Water Department is taking

17

the policy that we're going to go with a single pump

18

to pump 2,000 gallons per day.

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

21

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Two million.
Two million gallons per day, yes?

Yeah, the -- the pump system -- there's a

22

pump and a motor, so what might be provided -- one

23

of the vendors will provide one

24

basic one system, but it will involve two separate

25

motors.

you know, the
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Is this the one that you

2

mentioned, the 1 million, 1 million so that itls

3

back up and then so therefore

4

MR. FUKUNAGA:

No, no, no, that one was separate system

5

that we have eliminated.

That was a proposal that

6

sounded very promising r but upon our checking we

7

found that, you know, what it is by the vendor is a

8

proposal at this time.

9

Arizona -- municipality in Arizona that was -- had

They cited some place in

10

selected to go with that system, but when we called

11

we found out that theylre looking at the system and

12

itls not in the ground yet.

13

be the first

14

know

15

iS t you know, the guinea pig and try something new

16

and then find out that it didnlt work.

17
18

t

SOt

you know

it will

t

and thatls why I indicated

t

you

one of the things that we did not want to be

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

1111 allow other members.

lIve got a few more questions.

19

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you

t

Mr. Pontanilla.
Chair.

Spinning off

21

of questions that Mr. Molina asked regarding the

22

electrical power.

23

designing for is a 23 kV line

24

is that sufficient to service the pumps that

25

pump that we thinking about t the one that will

I notice here that what theylre
t

and the 23 kV line,
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provide us that 2 million gallons?

2

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

If there are -- if there

4

is a future need in regards to the pumpt would that

5

23 kV line be sufficient?

6

MR. FUKUNAGA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

8

MR. FUKUNAGA:

9
10

You mean another pump?
Yeah.

Probably not t yeah.

The proposal -- yeah t

the 23 kV line from MECO right now is specificallYt
you know t to address the pump that we're --

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Proposing.

-- proposing to put in.

I know that t you

13

know t that -- I think that they have been looking at

14

those kinds of issues tOOt is that t you know t if

15

there's another pumpt you know t that comes in

16

whether they can design I guess flexibility into

17

what they're going to install now so they can easily

18

add on maybe additional service t if they need itt

19

but my understanding is that what they're going to

20

provide is -- is specifically for the pump that

21

we're proposing.

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

t

The other question that

23

I had in regards to the power side is regarding

24

the -- if there is easement that is required and

25

whose responsibility it is to go get the easement?
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MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah, I think that this is where they've,

2

you know, requested assistance from the County and

3

they're talking about, you know, possibly maybe

4

having to go to public meetings in order to secure

5

the easement along the route that they have to come

6

up to the site to.

7

know, the kind of uncertainties on the scheduling,

8

and that's why I think George mentioned earlier that

9

one of the contingencies that we have discussed is,

So these are some of the -- you

10

you know, temporary generators, temporary power if

11

the pumps are in place and ready to go and the power

12

is not up to the site yet.

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So as of this date, we haven't

14

responded to the requests in regards to what they

15

are asking for, then?

16

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah, and we've verbally indicated to them

17

that, you know, that kind of information we won't

18

have until the bids are open, because it's specific

19

to the pump that's provided.

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

In regards to the pumps

21

themselves, you say right now we do have the pump

22

that can produce 1.4 million gallons in the well.

23

As far as cost analysis regarding the pumps, knowing

24

now that the pump that's there now have a lifespan

25

of eight years and a delivery date of one year, as
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1

compared to three to five years on the pump that is

2

being proposed, have you made a cost analysis in

3

regards to the difference by putting in the 1.4

4

million gallon per day pump and in maybe three to

5

five years putting a second 1.4 million gallon pump?

6

And what I'm looking at -- or maybe the 1. -- the 2

7

million gallon pump.

8

reliability in case one pump goes down, you know, we

9

do have a second pump that can produce the

What I'm looking at is that

10

difference or produce at 2 million gallons, knowing

11

that we have that existing pump there that we can

12

deliver service to the people in the Upcountry area

13

sooner than, you know, what is expected.

14

MR. FUKUNAGA:

No, we haven't done a specific, you know,

15

cost analysis.

I guess what you're asking is, you

16

know, one pump might be more reliable and might last

17

eight years but it's going to deliver, you know, 1.4

18

MGD versus another pump that could deliver 2

19

million -- 2 MGD but might last only three to five

20

years, and, you know, what maybe the cost of that

21

increment of water would be.

22

analysis, but I can -- you know, we -- the Byron

23

Jackson pump costs that we got is approximately

24

$400,000, and I would estimate that the 2 MGD pump

25

would be somewhere -- you know, slightly more, maybe

We haven't done that
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four to $500,000.

2

So that's, you know, the additional cost that

3

the County would have to incur if they chose to, you

4

know, have one in

5

you know, you're talking about that kind of cost

6

additional cost to the project in anticipation of,

7

you know, earlier figure, maybe a $400,000 item on

8

inventory.

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

you know, spare available.

So,

Let's say one of the pump --

10

you know, should the pump that we put in goes out of

11

service, knowing that, you know, the pumps that

12

we're ordering are special type pumps that need to

13

be manufactured, what would be the down time to

14

replace those pumps or pump?

15

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Well, the delivery times for the different

16

vendors vary.

Byron Jackson is the longest, like a

17

year.

18

their pumps in order of three to four months, but I

19

think, you know, certainly for the Department,

20

whether it's three to five years or eight years, as

21

it gets closer to -- to the time, you know, they

22

don't want to wait until the thing just completely

23

is non-functional, but to anticipate, you know, by

24

ordering probably the pump before it actually breaks

25

down.

Other vendors have indicated they can supply
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So have that discussion made

2

with the Department in regards to the possibility

3

11m looking at the reliability of making sure that

4

water continues to flow to the people.

5

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah, I mean, thatls been part of the

6

discussion.

I donlt -- I donlt think the Department

7

has, you know, made the decision to -- to order or,

8

you know, set the wheels in motion to order the pump

9

and to keep an inventory, but, you know, thatls

10

certainly something that theylre aware of as -- and

11

the need for, you know, within -- if itls three to

12

five years, then maybe within three years to start

13

thinking about ordering the pump, you know, to have

14

available.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Question for the Director.

16

Have you ever considered a backup plan in case such

17

a thing happens?

18

MR. TENGAN:

You mean should the pump go down?

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

MR. TENGAN:

Yeah.

Well, you know, itls a source that we donlt

21

depend on or we wonlt be depending 100 percent on.

22

We do have the surface water system that we can

23

manage in providing water should

24

go down, and 11m also looking at doing some other

25

improvements in the system whereby we could get --

should the pump
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1

possibly could get other groundwater sources on

2

line.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

The other question

4

that I have is regarding the transport from the well

5

to the systems that we have.

6

transport or do we plan to install new lines from

7

the pump to, I don't know, Olinda Road?

8
9

MR. TENGAN:

Is there available

Well, as I indicated earlier r

located along Olinda Road.

the well is

It's -- in fact it's

10

located at our Pookela tank site, and so we

11

anticipate putting the water directly into the tank.

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So as far as transport to

13

Upcountry in the different areas, we do have the

14

facilities that can handle the water?

15

MR. TENGAN:

Right.

The other infrastructure, except for

16

maybe I don't know if additional storage or increase

17

in transmission line sizes will be needed, but the

18

infrastructure is there.

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

One more question that I

20

have.

As far as delivery to Hawaiian Homelands up

21

in Kula, how do we service the Hawaiian Homelands

22

presently?

23

MR. TENGAN:

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

The amount of water?
No, how do we provide service?

Is it through the Upcountry system?
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1

MR. TENGAN:

Yes.

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

3

MR. TENGAN:

Yes.

Same thing for Ulupalakua?

LarrYr do we feed the Hawaiian Homes

4

subdivision from the lower system or the Upper Kula

5

system?

6
7
8
9

MR. WINTER:

Hawaiian Homes is fed from the Lower Kula

system.
MR. TENGAN:

Ulupalakua is from upper.
Yeahr

I'll just repeat what Larry has said.

The Hawaiian Homes subdivision is provided water

10

through the Lower Kula system.

11

provided water from the -- excuse me -- the Upper

12

Kula system.

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

14

CHAIR MATEO:

15

Thank you.

Ulupalakua is

Thank your Chair.

Members r at the call of the Chair we're

going to take a ten-minute recess.

(Gavel) .

10:35 a.m.

16

RECESS:

17

RECONVENE:

18

CHAIR MATEO:

10: 47 a.m.

(Gavel).

The meeting of the Water Resources

19

Committee will reconvene.

20

also jump in with some questions as well.

21

prior to Fukunaga coming on board July 2003, who

22

who was handling this project?

23

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Director r if I could
Prior

Mr. Chair r Mr. Fukunaga's firm was the

24

consultant for the exploratory phase of the well

25

also.
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CHAIR MATEO:

And so, then, Mr. Fukunaga, I guess, what

2

happened after that exploration process that ended

3

up with the multiple delays and the changes in pumps

4

and the changes in size and I guess changes from the

5

prior Water Director Craddick with his timetable

6

versus the current timetable that we're looking at

7

today?

8
9

MR. TENGAN:

I don't know that the -- I don't know that

specifically that previous Director had a specific

10

timetable.

11

out in the public because when the well was drilled

12

and pumped and tested I believe the previous

13

Director wanted to take the direction of issuing

14

meters at that point in time, which I rescinded when

15

I became Director.

16

CHAIR MATEO:

Maybe, you know, that thought is there

Okay.

And so at this particular point, with

17

Pookela being looked at being able to produce 2 -- 2

18

million MGDs, yeah, that will take care of how many

19

meters?

20

MR. TENGAN:

Equate to what, that number
We need to take a look at our other resources

21

also, which would be the reservoirs, the Piiholo

22

Reservoir, the Kahakapao Reservoir, and the flows at

23

Wailoa Ditch and integrate all of these sources to

24

determine, you know, how many more meters or how

25

much more water we can -- we can commit to issuing
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new meters.
CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

So, Mr. Director, when you take a

3

look at the issuance of meters, say, for example,

4

case in point, Mr. Fevella, who is number 78 on the

5

list, when we take a look at the numerical order,

6

that does not represent the true picture of the

7

number of meters actually being requested.

8

Mr. Fevellals name is just one.

9

how many meter requests are on this list?

10
11
12

MR. TENGAN:

How many meters

I donlt have the figure with me here, but we

can provide you that figure.
CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

And on that list, Mr. Director, is

13

that the 2002 priority list or has there been a new

14

list that had been done after 2002?

15

MR. TENGAN:

16

CHAIR MATEO:

17

MR. TENGAN:

No, welre still working with the 2002 list.
And can you tell me how this list works?
Basically as water is made available to issue

18

meters, weill cut down the list and contact the

19

people on the list and get their commitment, you

20

know, to -- to request a meter.

21

needed, then they can make a reservation for the

22

meters and have two years to put in the

23

improvements.

24
25

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

If improvements are

And because we heard it this morning,

Mr. Director, I ask you the same question that was
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1

asked of us.

2

thousand people on a potential wait list?

3

MR. TENGAN:

Do we have an emergency, with a

Well, I guess that would be dependant on the

4

interpretation of an emergency.

5

have an urgency here to get more sources on line.

6
7

8
9

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Okay, thank you.

I do know that we

Members, I'll yield

and let other members ask questions.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And

I again want to thank you for bringing this very

10

important matter up, especially for someone who is

11

from the Upcountry area, and I'm well aware of the

12

concerns many, many people have.
Mr. Director, as I'm looking at the letter to

13
14

Mr. Nakamura from Maui Electric, it mentions the

15

H'Poko Wells as -- you know, in this letter, and

16

Mr. Chairman, if I'm out of order, let me know, but

17

I'm trying to tie this into the water concerns of

18

Upcountry Maui in relation to the Pookela Well.

19

Mr. Director, can you give us a status of the H'Poko

20

Well and how this well will tie in with the Pookela

21

Well in addressing the needs of water in the

22

Upcountry area?

23

MR. TENGAN:

Well, as you know, we currently have the

24

capability of pumping the H'Poko Wells up to the

25

Kamaole water treatment plant.

We can also pump
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1

we could pump it in two locations at the plant, one

2

into the clear water well, you know, assuming that

3

we find no contaminants in the water coming out of

4

the filter plants, then we can take it right into

5

the clear well, which would pump it up

6

system.

7

at the Kamaole water treatment plant, treat it

8

further before we put it into the system, then we

9

would put it at the head of the -- of the treatment

up the

If we find that we need to treat the water

10

plant.

11

right now, and if we did have a drought emergency,

12

we would take that action.

13

So we -- you know

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

l

we have that capability

So primarily I guess the H'Poko

14

Well is used more for emergencies and the Pookela

15

Well, should it come on line, is -- that would be I

16

guess one of the major source wells for Upcountry,

17

Maui?

18

MR. TENGAN:

Well, the H'Poko Wells have always been

19

intended to provide additional water to Central

20

Maui, and so that's the route we're pursuing.

21

intend to initially get about 500,000 gallons of

22

water into the Paia system, and then in addition to

23

that, work on the transmission line to connect to

24

the Central Maui system.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

With that being said

l
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1

will generate a lot of interesting comments from

2

people UpcountrYI but that's

3

MR. TENGAN:

Yes 1 we've had

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

5

MR. TENGAN:

-- one for another day.

We've had meetings -- or at least one meeting

6

with the people from Paia, concerns about the DBCP

7

in the wells.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

9

continue.

10

CHAIR MATEO:

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you.

Chairman

l

if I may

Okay.
Today we've sat here thus far

12

listening to a lot of interesting information as it

13

relates to specifications on equipment 1 as well as

14

who said what

15

the perspective of the citizen Upcountry aS

16

know

17

things like this Pookela Well is unique

18

from others

19

questions than answers.

20

back at the history of this from what happened in

21

late 2002

22

Mr. Craddick saying that the well would come on line

23

sometime in early 2003 and water meters would be

24

ready to be issued.

25

Administration

1

but I'm just trying to take it from

l

whoever may be watching this.

1

l

I

you

We've heard
1

different

but it's left me today so far with more
Because as I try to look

we had previous Water Director

l

Then we have a new

new Water Director.

And different
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1

directions are being taken, which has resulted in

2

further delays for everybody.

3

And while we discuss this matter, you know,

4

Upcountry continues to grow, as well as the demand

5

for water.

6

wait for water meters in the Upcountry area.

7

think we need to take this from the human

8

perspective here.

9

we discuss the finite details as it relates to the

People, including families, continue to
And I

We sometimes forget about that as

10

wells.

11

to build for their kids on their subdivisions, and

12

in the meantime there's an old saying, time is

13

money.

14

it causes them a greater expense.

15

You've got people waiting, families waiting

The more people wait, the more potentially

Just yesterday in Mr. Nishiki's Land Use

16

Committee it was brought up that building supplies

17

are getting very expensive.

18

and people cannot get water meters issued to them,

19

that's an even greater expense to them.

20

families who are trying to build for their kids who

21

cannot afford a house and lot, it's becoming very

22

difficult on them.

23

know, living in a home crowded with people, it

24

causes a great problem.

25

don't address this water issue Upcountry, it's

So the more people wait

And these

Socially as well, because, you

So the more we wait and
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creating some problems.

2

So for met Chairman t I look at this Pookela

3

Well situation as potentially creating a negative

4

domino effect on a lot of things t especially in the

5

pocketbooks of our working class in the Upcountry

6

area of Maui.

7

they feel like when it comes to water t Upcountry

8

folks are feeling like second class citizens.

9

until we expedite matters and address this thing in

And people right now t

10

government now

11

exist t Mr. Chairman.

12

for now.

13

CHAIR MATEO:

14

MR. TENGAN:

t

I can tell

YOU t

And

that feeling is still going to
So I'll just leave with that

Thank you.
Thank you

t

Mr. Molina.

Mr. Director.

Mr. Chair t I'd like to make one

15

clarification.

16

expected to be on line in early 2003.

17

see t

18

will take a while to construct the project t so I

19

don't think it was ever anticipated that the well

20

would be on line in early 2003.

21

make that as a point of clarification.

22

I don't think the well was ever
As you can

it takes a while to design the project and it

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Chairman.

I just wanted to

Can I just respond?

23

Wellt back then t if I can recall t a lot of people

24

had their hopes high.

25

with that question t does it mean that maybe we were

And now, again, it's left me
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1

misled, people were misled or were given false

2

optimism?

3

understand the frustration a lot of people are

4

having who are waiting on that meter list.

5

need to just get down and get some answers and get

6

moving on this thing as fast as possible.

7

you.

8
9

10

CHAIR MATEO:

I don't know.

Thank you.

questions?

So that's why I can

So we

Thank

Members, any additional

Mr. Pontanilla, followed by Mr. Nishiki.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

When

11

Mr. Fevella was testifying, he brought up a very

12

interesting question regarding what is the future

13

plans after Pookela other than, you know t tapping

14

water off the Haiku Well area.

15

MR. TENGAN:

For the Director.

Wellt the big project that we're -- we're

16

working on right now is to develop additional

17

storage on the Lower Kula system.

18

we're getting feelers from developers who want to

19

drill wells to provide water to their projects and

20

turn over these wells to the County for operation

21

and maintenance.

In the meantime,

22

And I stated -- as I stated earlier too, you

23

know, I'm going to be looking at other alternatives

24

where

25

sources, specifically the Kaupakalua Well and to

whereby we can use existing groundwater
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1

look at what kind of improvements we need to do to

2

take that water to the Makawao and the Lower Kula

3

system.

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Have the Department ever take a

5

look as far as the possibility of going into the

6

Hana community plan area, you know, areas like

7

Kanaio, areas like close to Ulupalakua where

8

understand some test wells have been done and water

9

has been found?

The possibility of doing a

10

community plan amendment so that we can transport

11

some of those water from that area to service the

12

Ulupalakua Hawaiian Homelands area to relieve some

13

of the pressures for Upcountry?

14

MR. TENGAN:

No, we haven't looked at -- specifically at

15

putting wells in the area, but, you know, I have had

16

thoughts about engaging the USGS drill rig when we

17

get it to put some wells out in that area, but we

18

don't have any specific sites identified yet.

19
20

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So what kind -- so you don't

have a time frame as far as trying to do that?
MR. TENGAN:

No, we don't, because USGS is currently

22

drilling an exploratory well out on the Big Island

23

and they

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

they have committed -Point of order, Chairman.

get back to the agenda item, please.
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CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

Member Pontanilla, if you

could -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, I just was questioning

4

the Director in regards to the comment that was made

5

by Mr. Fevella.

6
7

CHAIR MATEO:

WeIll just go ahead and return back to the

agenda item.

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

10

Mr. Hokama.

11

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay, fine.

11m done.

Mr. Nishiki, followed by

George, you know when I was

12

looking at your time projections here, did the Maui

13

Department of Water Supply get confirmation from

14

OEQC that an EA is required to go to that 1,400

15

gallon per minute motor?

16

that you have to do an EA?

17
18

19
20

21
22
23

MR. TENGAN:

Youlve got a confirmation

Yes, we need to do an update or amend the EA

to -- to go with the 2 MGD pump.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

And so when is that scheduled to

be completed?
MR. TENGAN:

I believe the consultant is working on it

right now.
MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah, weIll be issuing a supplemental EA,

24

just to indicate to the people who are contacted

25

earlier to comment on the assessment that the flow
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2

now has been increased to l r 400 GPM.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So am I also to understand that

3

this time line that you proposed -- or that we

4

received todaYr we're behind already in this time

5

line also and there is going to be a revised time

6

line?

7

MR. FUKUNAGA:

NOr

the time anticipated for the

8

supplemental revised EA, we anticipate -- what we

9

have to do is advertise the amendment and then

10

provide response period and then wait for 30-day

11

litigation period to expire.

12

projections would end -- take us out to sometime in

13

mid Septernber r which -- and this has to be completed

14

prior to award.

15

advertising and bidding of the projectr and the EA

16

process has to be completed before the Department

17

makes an award.

18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

That on our

We will be proceeding with the

Okay.

Then I would ask r

19

Mr. Chairman r just because it takes us up to today's

20

dater that we get from the Department or whomever a

21

revised time line for future -- for the future r

22

which I would like to see from this Department.

23

FinallYr I was particularly disturbed today

24

just because I have not been told personally or this

25

Council has not been told personally as far as
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1

policy questions that this Department and probably

2

this Administration is doing in regards to just the

3

general water systems and the availability of water.

4

And what particularly disturbs me, from what I heard

5

from the Director this morning, is the fact when the

6

question of H'Poko water comes on line -- and I

7

don't know when that's coming on line, and I hope we

8

would have a meeting to address this concern

9

this is already going to Central Maui.

that

I don't know

10

if it's a policy decision that they've made or with

11

legal background that they have decided that that's

12

what they're going, but it particularly disturbs me

13

because I don't know if we've even received any kind

14

of communication or you as Chairman believe or we as

15

elected officials believe that that is the policy

16

that this Director and this Administration can

17

proceed with.
Because if what he is saying is true, then I

18
19

think that he is also telling other people of the

20

general public that this is the policy that is going

21

to occur, that we're going to give this H'Poko water

22

that will soon become available -- I don't know what

23

that time line is -- to go to projects in Central

24

Maui.

25

that we would take up to decide and find out who

And

I

really believe that this was an issue
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1

really has that ability to determine who gets that

2

water, Mr. Chairman, and it's important.
So I would ask you with haste that we

3

4

schedule a meeting to find out if these statements

5

that he is making today is really something that he

6

can do with legal backup.

7

CHAIR MATEO:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Nishiki.

Pookela, please.

Mr. Hokama.

Chairman, let me get back to
One, I just need to get
I guess that was

10

understanding on that 18-inch

11

exploratory casing diameter, Mr. Fukunaga?

12

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yes.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And our understanding is Water

14

Resources International did the exploratory well

15

construction for $1.01 million.

16

proceed was given on 7/8/02 with the anticipation of

17

1,400 gallons per minute pumps as part of the then

18

project language that was presented to Council for

19

documentation to support additional funding for this

20

construction phase of the $900,000 for the current

21

year 2004 budget consideration.

22

mentioned this morning regarding that two-pump

23

system that you were asked to consider and

24

investigate, and then you told us that of course

25

18-inch was a concern and that that was not actually

Notice was -- to

And then you've
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1

a doable optionj is that a correct understanding on

2

our part?

3

MR. FUKUNAGA:

At this point because that two-pump system

4

has not been installed! it's a proposal on the part

5

of a vendor! you know! that they're proposing to do

6

it some place in Arizona and they proposed that here

7

also.

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

And let me just say that!

9

you know! a vendor -- because I have a June 2nd,

10

2004 copy of a letter from you to the Department

11

that says you were asked to investigate the

12

alternative of installing a two-pump system with

13

each pump capable of independently delivering 1

14

million gallons per day, 2 million gallons total

15

capacity! okay! and that on May 20th in a telephone

16

conference call with Mr. Kulp! Managing Director, I

17

guess your company and the Department! a decision

18

was made to abandon this two-pump system

19

alternative.

20

were instructed to revise the project design to

21

accommodate pump capacity of 2 million gallons per

22

day.

23

Yet you also mention, nonetheless, we

The reason I keep trying to get a better

24

understanding is since the original scope was for an

25

18-inch casing diameter, obviously you already have
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1

physical limitations of what you can do within that

2

size of a hole and what you expect to draw out.

3

during the exploratory provisions when you go down

4

to 1,800 feet, I can understand some of your

5

engineering challenges to draw water from that depth

6

up for that kind of quantity, the type of daily pump

7

requirements, as well as impacts on the life and

8

maintenance of our system.

9

standard hole you drill for any well, Statewide

10
11

And

Is that 18-inch hole the

basically?
MR. FUKUNAGA:

No, that is looked at in terms of, you

12

know, what the anticipated yield would be.

13

time that the permit was taken out for the

14

exploratory drilling, the anticipation was about a

15

1.5 MGD.

16

Mr. Craddick had in mind, and the 18-inch casing

17

would have accommodated that easily.

18

of the testing of the well, we indicated a range for

19

it to be tested and the test -- testing range was

20

from 500 GPM up to 1,400 GPM.

21

At the

That was got -- a number I think that

But in terms

The good news was that, you know, they were

22

able to test it all the way up to 1,400 GPM and have

23

it stabilize at that level, so the good news was

24

that the yield was, you know, maxed.

25

other side of that too was that had we known that,
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1

you know! that yield would have been 2 MGD! then we

2

probably would have preferred a bigger! you know!

3

casing than 18 inches! but the 18 inches then became

4

a limitation on the proposed installation on a

5

long-term basis as to what best! you know! might go

6

there.

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

And I'll tie it up for you!

8

Mr. Fukunaga! real quickly! but from what I can

9

understand in reading this documentation

and

10

again I refer back to your letter to the Department

11

and Director Tengan, you do mention the design

12

incorporates larger pump and motor assembly, you do

13

inform the higher speed or revolutions per minute,

14

you do inform regarding increased horsepower

15

requirements, and I guess that will impact Maui

16

Electric's ability to provide service.

17

shorter service life, higher per unit operational

18

cost.

19

building, increasing power requirements, and also

20

you have mentioned, as Mr. Nishiki and I think the

21

other members brought up, the need to have a

22

supplemental environmental assessment to be done.

23

You mention

The redesign will include enlarging control

And so when you say additionally we have to

24

issue a supplemental notice for the project's final

25

environmental assessment which indicated a pump
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1

capacity of 1,100 GPMs, can you explain this new

2

number now, this 1,100 GPM?

3

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah, the 1,100 -- see what happened when

4

we issued the initial EA, the first thing we did was

5

to file the environmental assessment, because that

6

has a certain time line.

7

initially indicated a pump capacity anticipated of

8

1,100 GPM, which is a 1.5 MGD.

9

reduced it to 980 in the preliminary design after

And so we actually

The 980 -- we

10

looking at the pump -- you know, the individual pump

11

characteristics.

12

included -- or was a number in the original

13

environmental assessment.

14

But the 11 -- 1,100 was

So we did check with OEQC at the time and

15

indicated that as we went into design, that the

16

number had changed to 980, and at that time they

17

indicated that since it went down, there was no need

18

to issue a supplemental.

19

to them and said now the number is going up to

20

1,400, they advised us that we should, you know,

21

issue a supplemental, so that's why, you know, what

22

we're doing right now.

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

However, when we went back

And thank you for that comment,

24

Mr. Fukunaga.

25

understanding after discussions with Mr. Kulp and

Now, you also mention that it is your
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1

the Water Department that the County still wants --

2

besides this 1,400 GPM system, they still instruct

3

you to design for a 980 GPM alternative system.

4

the bid would be based on a 2 million gallon system.

5

For me, when are we going to make up our mind and

6

pick what we want?

7

options and make no decision on what we actually

8

going to do?

But

How long we going to drag out

Because I find it hard to find that yourself,

9

10

MK Engineers, E. Hirata & Associates, SLSH 1 Inc.,

11

Control Point Surveying can all give very detailed

12

bids -- numbers for their services contract and yet

13

at this point they are not even aware of exactly

14

what they're going to be providing us?

15

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Well, as far as -- as far as the scope of

16

our services, it's been redefined to include two

17

designs right now and --

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

projects?

20

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Is that standard for this kind of

No, it's not standard, but, you know, it is

21

done.

22

to do maybe alternative -- or issue alternates for

23

bidding, especially if there might be some budget

24

limitations to the project.

25

We have contracts which, you know, require us

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

There is budget limitations, let me
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tell you, Mr. Fukunaga.
MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah, no, that's why I think at this point

3

the -- my understanding is that we're going to

4

basically put out to bid two designs.

5

would be the 2 MGD package, but, you know, also a

6

bid on the 1.4 MGD package.

7

leaves, you know, the County the option of going to

8

the smaller number, which would definitely be a

9

cheaper cost.

The basic bid

And I guess it still

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And that's part of my concern,

11

Chairman.

12

the capacity to do it and we know we need this 2

13

million gallons of water, then that's what we should

14

have our people go and get implemented and

15

constructed and on line operational for service

16

Upcountry.

17

Administration cannot make up its mind on the

18

direction it needs to do and what we've been told in

19

Council to fund now is not accurate.

If we need a 2 million

we know we have

It is disturbing to me this

I don't know where this indecision is

20
21

festering, Chairman.

People got to make up their

22

minds so we can get progress.

23

maybe the consultant was somehow -- well, let me say

24

the consultant works under instructions by the

25

County.

Okay.

I thought

But it appears that the County doesn't know
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1

what we want, because its continuing to provide 2

2

million gallons, 1.4 million gallons.

3

see that is why -- lucky this is not a private

4

sector contract.

5

Chairman, I yield at this time.

6

CHAIR MATEO:

I can hardly

That company would be broke.
Thank you.

Member Hokama, thank you, and I believe we

7

all share -- we all share the same frustrations.

8

However, a little while ago during Member Kane's

9

questioning, when he was asking questions relative

10

to who recommended the change from the 1.4 to 2.0,

11

and apparently nobody made that recommendation.

12

just happened.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

Chairman.

15

CHAIR MATEO:

It

Someone has to make a decision,

We understand that.

We understand that.

16

So, you know, I'm still concerned that, you know, no

17

one is being identified as the person who makes that

18

kind of recommendations.

19

you know, like yourself, Mr. Hokama, changes are

20

still occurring.

21

of the -- this indecisiveness the frustrations of

22

our community continues to grow, as it does for all

23

of us, because we've got to sit here and bear the

24

brunt of it.

25

Department just needs to come out with a final

I'm still concerned that,

I'm still concerned that because

So, you know, I guess Administration
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determination and just come up with their plan for

2

addressing Pookela at this point.

3

4

5

Member Kane, did you have additional
questions?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And, quite

6

frankly, I think we've -- we've gotten to a point

7

where some of the questions that -- and I won't

8

include anybody else.

9

have are meaningless at this point.

Some of the questions that I
Because

10

although it will -- may -- may provide more clarity

11

for folks to understand why we are where we are, I

12

think in some of the comments made by previous

13

speakers and members that it's coming down to the

14

decision-making process that we're -- we're trying

15

to shed light on, or the lack of our ability to get

16

a straight answer on who is making decisions and the

17

reasons why we're here.

18

you know, that information is not being disclosed to

19

the public.

20

And for whatever reason,

And so it's very frustrating for us to sit

21

here and have to ask sometimes the same question

22

two, three, four times, or even ask it in different

23

ways to try and get the straight answer and we're

24

not getting it.

25

proceed with just a few more questions.

But I'm going to go ahead and
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1

itls just -- 11m going to go right back to pump and

2

reliability and why there are -- whether a decision

3

was made or the lack of decision being made at this

4

point, I still need to understand reliability.

5

bear with mel Chair, as I proceed with this line of

6

questioning.

7

CHAIR MATEO:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So

Go ahead, Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Therels--

9

therels an attempt to move forward or it seems like

10

the direction now is to go forward with a 2 million

11

gallon pump.

12

million gallon capacity pump, I guess, and then we

13

talk about the three manufacturers?

14

being talked about for 2 million gallon upper limit

15

of Pookela Well, the pump itself is the

16

maximum for this pump, 2 million gallon?

17

MR. FUKUNAGA:

And my question is is this pump a 2

The pump thatls

thatls a

Yeah, the right I guess number should be

18

1,400 GPM.

19

1{400 gallons per minute, and if you extend that out

20

to, you know, the minutes in 24 hours it would

21

amount to 2 million gallons a day.

22

Thatls the pump -- pumping capacity,

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So if I were buying a car, and

23

this is -- 11m trying to make an analogy so maybe

24

myself as well as my colleagues and the public

25

understand.

If a car has a speedometer on it and
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1

the enginels capacity is to run that car up to 120

2

miles an hour, in my mind is this an analogy or is

3

it accurate to state that what welre looking at is a

4

1,400 gallon per minute system which equals 2

5

million gallons, welre going to run this pump at its

6

maximum capacity?

7

pump is to use it at its maximum capacity?

8
9

MR. FUKUNAGA:

I mean, thatls the intent of this

No, the pump -- the selections of the

pump -- we look at pump performance curves and the

10

pumps will deliver a certain flow based on the

11

amount of head, we call it, or the amount of

12

pressure or the height that it has to pump against,

13

and pumps have different efficiencies.

14

pick, you know, the right pump, because if you pick

15

a pump thatls operating what we callout of its

16

efficient range, it will -- it can deliver the flow

17

but it will just eat up a lot more power.

18

examine the performance curves of the pump, and the

19

pumps that will be selected will be identified will

20

perform at 1,400 GPM in an efficient range of their

21

operating curve, yeah.

So we got to

And so we

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Has that been determined already,

23

Mr. Fukunaga?

24

three ESP, REDA, Centril -- 1 1m sorry, Centrilift,

25

those three manufacturers, so you folks have already

And again, 11m referring back to the
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1

made a determination that these pumps or these

2

manufacturers providing a 2 million gallon pump

3

MR. FUKUNAGA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Yeah, they --- are within the efficiency levels?

Yeah, they provided their performance

6

curves for those pumps, and they will be able to

7

deliver the 1,400 GPM within their efficiency range.

8

The issue still, though, is one of speed.

9

all the pumps will be operating at 3,500 GPM, so

You know,

10

that is a high speed, certainly double the speed of

11

the 1,750

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Of the BJ system?

-- BJ pump, so therein, you know, comes the

14

issue of life.

15

running efficient -- in its efficient range, but

16

it's just running twice as fast all the time that it

17

is running.

18

years that you're going to anticipate that it's

19

going to, you know, wear out faster than one that's

20

operating half as fast, and that's -- that's the

21

evaluation of, you know, the expected life.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

You just running a pump.

It's

So on the long term, after several

And you folks -- and I think I asked

23

this before, so I'm going to try and ask it again.

24

So you folks have measured via models from other --

25

other municipalities or public systems or private
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1

systems that -- that are currently using similar

2

pumps with similar capacities running in the same

3

efficiency range and measuring the -- the actual

4

life of these pumps?

5

in determining the reliability of these pumps?

6

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Have you folks gone that far

No, we haven't gone to check with -- we've

7

gotten information from suppliers and vendors and

8

sometimes competitors of these people as to where

9

these installations are, just to verify that, you

10

know, we're not getting equipment from somebody

11

who's kind of new in the business.

12

know -- but we haven't gone specifically to other

13

municipalities and gotten their, you know, length of

14

life information on these pumps, but these are, you

15

know, what we consider reliable pieces of

16

information that we picked up from the vendors who

17

supply these pumps and also from their competitors.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And so, you

Now, it wouldn't be fair for me to

19

ask the questions of the 2 million gallon pump

20

without asking about the 1.4 million gallon pump,

21

and that's the one that's 980, is that correct, the

22

gallons per minute?

23

MR. FUKUNAGA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

Right, right.
So we can -- so my questions will be

similar to that as far as reliability.
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1

the eight-year life of the 980 GPM system, the lower

2

RPM.

3

from our own experience or from others, as far as

4

the reliability of actual lifespan of these -- of

5

that system?

6

Do we also have any information, whether it's

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Well, it's just there's a higher comfort

7

level just because it's been installed locally, as

8

versus, you know, something that's been installed,

9

but, you know, either very rarely locally or not at

10

11

allor, you know, just on the mainland.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Bird in the hand, two in the

12

bush.

13

received bids or have bids come in on the 2 million

14

gallon pump?

15

started yet?

16
17

18

MR. FUKUNAGA:

I'll move on, Chair.

Have you folks already

I mean is that something that's

No, no bids yet.

The prices that we have

are just estimates.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Have there been any indications

19

regarding whether or not people are going to be

20

interested in making bids, given the conditions that

21

Pookela Well are going to pose with the

22

restrictions, the outer limits, or the -- you know,

23

there's factors I believe that are involved.

24
25

MR. FUKUNAGA:

The indications we have that the vendors I

mentioned are definitely interested in the project,
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1

so the indication that we have is a definitely

2

they'll definitely be bidding on the project.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

You talked about break down

4

real briefly, and the 2 -- 2.0 is going to be a

5

little bit more on the break down than the

6

the 1.4 systemi that's correct?

7

for the 980 system and between four and 500,000 for

8

the 1,400 GPS system?

9

MR. FUKUNAGA:

than

You said 400,000

Yeah, the price that we got from BJ was
That's why I said about 400,000, but we

10

390,000.

11

got a specific price from them on their pump and

12

motor combination.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

The final question would be,

14

again, just to clarify your comments, sir,

15

replacement time, three to four months varies for

16

the larger system and then because it's in Germany,

17

the BJ system is approximately 12 months.

18

MR. FUKUNAGA:

12 months.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

And just one final

20

clarification.

The larger system on the reliability

21

efficiency -- efficiency range or running in that

22

efficient level, with all that information, you're

23

saying that there should be a three- to five-year

24

life on a 1,400 GPM system running -- running at

25

that level with the high RPMs, double RPMs?
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1

with all that information, it's going to run

2

anticipated at three to five years and we have

3

models that would verify that?

4

MR. FUKUNAGA:

We don't have, you know, specific models.

5

That's why, you know, the range is kind of broad,

6

three to five.

7

know, for a big investment like that.

8

we've come up with that range based on, you know,

9

what we've gotten information from other vendors and

Three years is a short life, you
So what --

10

other municipalities.

11

a range, you know, that we've indicated, which is

12

kind of broad, which, you know, is if you're on the

13

low side of the range, then it's a big investment.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

But, you know, it is -- it is

Mr. Fukunaga, thank you for

15

your responses.

16

Chair, just for -- again, just trying to clarify

17

what was stated earlier so I can get all this stuff

18

lined up to the Director.

19

make one more attempt to clarify.

20

to change was an informal discussion.

21

of people, who we don't know who was that body of

22

people, the decision was made to look at

23

alternatives and provide options in this approach

24

towards bringing Pookela on line?

25

MR. TENGAN:

And my final couple of questions,

That's correct.

And again, I'm going to
So the decision
And as a body

The people involved were
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1

primarily myself, Alva Nakamura, Royce, and Jack

2

Kulp.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Would you be able to give us

4

any -- or shed any light on informal recommendations

5

that were given by these various entities?

6

have your Engineering Department personnel, you have

7

yourself, you have the Managing Director, you have

8

the consultant.

9

opportunity to have light shed on what informal

10

11

So you

Does this committee have any

recommendations were?
MR. TENGAN:

As I stated earlier, there were no

12

recommendations made as such, but as a result of the

13

discussions that took place, the decision was made.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

15

maker, can you say?

16

hierarchy --

17
18

19
20
21

MR. TENGAN:

And who was the decision
Can I assume as far as the

Primarily it would have been between myself

and Jack Kulp.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So, as I was going to say, hierarchy

wise, it would probably be Jack Kulp?
MR. TENGAN:

Well, basically it's my decision to make,

22

but, you know, Jack does have a lot of experience in

23

electric motors and pumps, so his input was taken

24

into consideration.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Fukunaga, I think in one of your
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1

comments in my previous line of questioning I think

2

you stated an entity popped up that had you folks

3

look at alternatives.

4

particular name to that entity that popped up?

5

MR. FUKUNAGA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Is this -- is there a

ESP.
That's the ESP, so that's among the

7

list that you gave us in the beginning, yeah, of

8

the --

9
10
11

MR. FUKUNAGA:

Right, they're the ones that proposed the

two -- two-pump system.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Very good.

Finally, along a

12

different line, but I'll be very brief.

13

a lot of discussion has gone into -- in previous

14

discussions regarding once this well comes on line,

15

whenever that may be -- and I think according to the

16

handout that was given to us on the time line, it

17

looks like the new target date is 11/8/05.

18

correct, Mr. Tengan, November of 2005, according to

19

this --

20
21

MR. TENGAN:

Is that

That's assuming that we go with the BJ pump.

If you'll notice within that same block --

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

23

MR. TENGAN:

24

pump.

25

I know that

The alternative.

Right, that's the 1,400 GPM pump above the BJ

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Would be June.
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1

MR. TENGAN:

That shows a date of 6/11/05.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

And then just to clarify

3

Mr. Hokama's comments, the -- and the chronology

4

that was handed out to us.

5

numbers 16 and 17 on that page, the 1,400 GPM pump

6

is the primary and the BJ pump is the secondary; is

7

that correct?

8

MR. TENGAN:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

These two numbers,

That's correct.
Okay.

So that's clarified.

So when

10

this comes on line, I guess from previous discussion

11

the initial purpose of the well was to be used as a

12

back up or reserve for -- during times of drought

13

conditions.

14

this well, once it comes on line, is not to be used

15

for back up or reserve during times of drought but

16

it's going to be, what, mixed with the surface

17

water, incorporated into the system and help provide

18

relief to the list that we've been talking about?

19

MR. TENGAN:

That has changed, is that correct, that

Well, I don't know where that concept, you

20

know, came about.

I do know how I would manage the

21

well.

22

the -- at the reservoir levels, what our demands

23

are, and if need be, then we'd supplement it with

24

with the Pookela Well water.

25

mean that it's either going to be running all the

In managing the resources, we would look at

Doesn't necessarily
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1

2

time or used only as back up.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So based on when the water

3

comes on line and you as the Director with your --

4

with consulting with -- with your Department and

5

whoever else, there's -- there's an option of mixing

6

the surface water with the groundwaters, correct?

7

MR. TENGAN:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

That's correct.
Are you folks planning on doing any

type of testing or do you feel it's necessary to

10

have testing done as far as considering the mixing

11

of this water, given the current situation of

12

additives in the water Upcountry?

13

MR. TENGAN:

I don't know that mixing of the water with

14

the surface water, you know, would do any good as

15

far as the -- the issues we have in dealing with the

16

lead and copper rule Upcountry today, primarily

17

because the amount of water that we would be

18

introducing from the well in blending it with the

19

surface sources, we on -- I'm not aware that that

20

would provide any benefits.

21

something that we can -- we can certainly look at in

22

the future.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

However, you know, it's

Final question with respects to the

24

intent of what this water's going to be used for

25

once it comes on line.

Is there going to be a
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1

consideration for a hiring of a microbiologist in

2

the Department so that we can, again, continue to

3

assess the direction of the Water Department?

4

MR. TENGAN:

I believe we already do have one or two

5

microbiologists on staff in the lab.

6

several -- I forget exactly what their titles are,

7

but, you know, these are college-degreed lab

8

employees.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

We have

Can -- Mr. Chair, if we can -- and

10

that was my final question, but if we can follow up

11

in finding out the specifics as far as who we have

12

on staff for -- with that background, and maybe the

13

director can provide some written comment as to the

14

role of these two particular individuals with

15

respects to -- relative to their professional or

16

their background --

17

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

being microbiologists and how

19

they're utilizing that with this

20

Department, but that

21

that.

22

CHAIR MATEO:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

MR. TENGAN:

25

-

with the

- I'd like to know more about

We'll follow up, Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Chair, and I'm done.

Mr. Chair, clarification.

If the Committee

would be comfortable with us just listing the
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positions and the -- and the background

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

MR. TENGAN:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MR. TENGAN:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

MR. TENGAN:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

MR. TENGAN:

10

Job description.

Job description.
I'd be comfortable

Wi thout any names.

Okay.

NOt

nOt

nOt

I'm not asking for names.

We can -Just--

We can provide that without a request from

the Committee.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR MATEO:

OkaYt great.

Thank you.

Members

Thank you t Chair.
t

any additional

13

questions for the Department or Mr. Fukunaga?

14

Mr. Pontanilla.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah

t

I'd like to request a

16

time line as far as knowing that the on line target

17

date is June '05 t working backwards to present, what

18

actions are to be taken so that at least we know

19

where

20

from Pookela Well.

21

CHAIR MATEO:

theY'r~

at in regards to providing service

Thank you.

Members

t

any additional

22

questions?

23

myself I think when we started the meeting it was

24

for myself, you know, major concerns of the

25

timetable, concerns of where we're at insofar as the

Hearing none.

I guess -- I guess for
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1

Department taking a look at types of pumps, we're

2

taking a look at the actual need of bringing Pookela

3

on line.

4

are no longer concerns.

5

frustrated with -- with more issues that continue to

6

arise, and I believe that we will need to continue

7

to deal with the Department and continue to be

8

updated and informed of -- of the processes.

I think after today's meeting the concerns
They continue to be

Mr. Fukunaga, you've heard that -- you've

9

10

heard the issues from one of the testifiers.

11

heard the issues of the Committee members.

12

responsible for the project, are there processes or

13

are there things that you can do to help to expedite

14

this process so we don't have to wait another year

15

in bringing this -- this long awaited well on line?

16

MR. FUKUNAGA:

You've
As the

At this point, you know, we're rushing to

17

finish up our work.

We are preparing the package to

18

go out to bid, which we anticipate to happen in a

19

month.

20

to advertise, so the schedule we've -- we've given,

21

there's not much slack in there.

22

which pump manufacturer t you know, we end up

23

selecting in terms of the kind of delivery time.

24

Another issue obviously is dovetailing the work with

25

MECO's -- Maui Electric's work.

Beyond that, you know, the County still has

The main item is

So, you know, the
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1

time line is our best projection at this point.

2

as far as our office is concerned, yeah, we are

3

working overtime, you know, to get the package out,

4

back to the County for bid.

5

CHAIR MATEO:

And

Thank you, Mr. Fukunaga.
And to the Department, I guess because the

6
7

Upcountry residents have been waiting for a while,

8

and I guess likewise we've heard from the testifier

9

Mr. Fevella that, you know, part of the frustration

10

is just not receiving information or not really

11

knowing what the Department is planning and the

12

extent of the processes you've accomplished to date.

13

Is there any means of providing general information

14

on Pookela and the Department's projections that had

15

been shared with this Committee today?

16

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, one possibility that comes to mind

17

is to summarize the information that's been provided

18

by Mr. Fukunaga and putting it on our Web page.

19

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you very much.

Members, are there any

20

additional questions for both the Director or

21

Mr. Fukunaga?

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Hearing -- Mr. Kane.
So can we get a more comprehensive

23

time line sent back to us?

24

my comments was I notice that the time line that you

25

sent us on the June 28th memorandum started from

Because, again, one of
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1

when -- started from June or July of 2003 r and it

2

seems like the Pookela subject matter has been

3

ongoing from long before that.

4

folks can to provide us with something that's more

5

comprehensive would be appreciated r Chair.

6
7

MR. TENGAN:

So whatever you

Mr. Chair r I believe the members have the

schedule.

8

CHAIR MATEO:

9

MR. TENGAN:

10

here?

I believe so.
Do you all have this scheduler this chart

11

MR. FUKUNAGA:

12

before?

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

2003.

15

MR. TENGAN:

16

MR. FUKUNAGA:

I think the question is what happened

Yes r what happened before June of

Oh r before.
Yeah r as far as from the consultant's sider

17

maybe I can shed a little light.

I think -- you

18

know r I think Dave Craddick r you know r when the

19

initial well drilling was completed and of courser

20

you know r the results are -- were very good r and

21

when the announcement carne out r I think there was

22

anticipation that things would move real quickly

23

just tOr you know r put a pump in the hole and get it

24

pumping.

25

the consultants for the first experimental well

I know from our sider you know r we were
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1

drilling, but we were not -- you know, that's all we

2

were contracted for.

3

hire a consultant to design the installation of the

4

well.

5

delay in there because the County had to go through

6

the procurement process and there was an

7

advertisement.

8

firms who were interested in the project had to

9

submit proposals.

10

The next task was to, again,

And I know that, you know, there was a time

We had -- as with other -- other

And so, you know, the well testing was

11

actually done in 2002, but then months later, you

12

know, the announcement went out for procurement of

13

the design services for the installation of the

14

pump, and that process took I don't know how many

15

months because there were a number of firms who I

16

think indicated interest and had to submit

17

proposals, so they were evaluated.

18

there was -- you know, from the time that the well

19

was initially tested and -- in 2002, we didn't come

20

on board until the middle of 2003.

21

there was a time lag in there, which I think was,

22

you know, to a large extent attributed to the need

23

to go through the procurement process to hire

24

basically another consultant again for the design

25

process.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR MATEO:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Kane.
So I would like to get, if it's not a

4

problem with the Committee, as much detail that was

5

put into what we received in the June 28th memo,

6

what happened prior to June 28th.

7

start from -- you know, if it has to start from 2002

8

when the exploratory component of this project was

9

completed until -- up until this point, and with as

So if it has to

10

much detail that was given to us, multiple inputs to

11

same days, that would be very helpful.

12

not only for us, but having it as a matter of public

13

record so the public who wants access to the

14

information has it at their fingertips.

15

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

16

of the Department.

17

Members?

18

like to defer this item.

We will request that

Any additional questions,

Members, hearing none, the Chair would

19

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

20

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused:

21

22

ACTION:

CHAIR MATEO:

Again, and

No objections.
JJ, CT)

DEFER pending further discussion.

Thank you.

Any announcements?

Members

I

23

thank you very much for a long morning.

24

Department, Mr. Fukunaga, thank you very much for

25

being here with us.
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Members, this meeting is adjourned.

1

2

ADJOURN:

11:47 a.m.

3

4
5

6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
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7
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8
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11
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12
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13
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14
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